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1. Introduction. The totality of extremals in a Riemann space F„f con-

nected with a calculus of variations problem of the form

(1.1) Ô j Fd's = 0,

where F is a point function and ds is the element of length of Vn, constitutes

an important family of «> 2(«-1) curves. Consider, for example, a conservative

dynamical system for which neither the constraints nor the work function W

involve the time. By the principle of least action the dynamical trajectories

of a particle are the extremals of (1.1) with F = [2m(c+W) ]1/2 where m and c

are the mass of the particle and the energy constant, respectively. Again, if p

is the index of refraction of an isotropic nonhomogeneous medium, the paths

of light through this medium are the solutions of (1.1) with F = v in accord-

ance with Fermat's principle. Finally, let Vn and Vn be two conformai Rie-

mann spaces so that ds = e'ds. Then the images of the geodesies of Vn in Vn

are the extremals of (1.1) where F = e'.%

As we are interested primarily in the last interpretation, following

Schouten,§ we call any family of oo2^-.1) curves which is a solution of (1.1)

a family of conformai geodesies. Of course, by a change of language, the theo-

rems obtained have equal validity for the dynamical, optical, and other inter-

pretations. The following topics are discussed and the corresponding ques-

tions answered in this paper:

I. A complete geometric characterization of the conformai geodesies of

any Riemann space.

II. Additional special properties characteristic of conformai geodesies

which are the images of the geodesies of a particular Riemann space (flat

space, space of constant curvature, Einstein space).

* Presented to the Society, February 26, 1938; received by the editors June IS, 1938.

t We denote an «-dimensional Riemann space, Einstein space, and space of constant curvature

by Vn, En, and Sn, respectively;

J These and other interpretations are discussed by E. Kasner, Natural families of trajectories :

conservative fields offeree, these Transactions, vol. 10 (1909), pp. 201-203. Also cf. L. P. Eisenhart,

Continuous Groups of Transformations, 1933, pp. 277-280.

§ J. A. Schouten, Über die Umkehrung eines Satzes von Lipschitz, Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde,

vol. 15 (1928), pp. 97-102.
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III. Some relations between the conformai geodesies of a Riemann space

and of its subspaces.

IV. Some special geometric problems.

Other questions concerning conformai geodesies and other extremals (the

theorems of Lipschitz, Thomson and Tait, Kneser, and their converses) have

been investigated by Kasner, Lipke, Schouten, Blaschke, Douglas, LaPaz,

and Radó.* The first of the above topics was previously considered from the

standpoint of dynamics and a solution obtained by Kasnerf for the case of

a euclidean space and by Lipke| for a Riemann space whose first fundamental

form is positive definite. The characterization which they obtained is stated

under more general conditions in Theorem 2.1 (or 2.2) and Theorem 3.2. The

method which is used in the present paper differs from that hitherto em-

ployed.

The geometry of conformai geodesies is closely related to the more gen-

eral investigation of the geometric properties of any curves or subspaces of V„

and Vn, respectively, which correspond under the given conformai transfor-

mation. Somewhat similar studies of some phases of this problem have re-

cently been made by a number of writers.§

I. Geometric characterization

2. Property one : the principal normal. Let Vn and Vn be two conformai n-

dimensional Riemann spaces whose first fundamental forms are||

(2.1) ds2 = gijdxHx',

(2.2) ds* = gijdx'dx'',

respectively, so that

(2.3) ds = e'ds.

* For references to all of these writers cf. L< LaPaz and T. Radó, On a converse of Kneser's trans-

versality theorem, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 36 (1935), pp. 749-769.

t E. Kasner, loc. cit., pp. 201-219.
t J. Lipke, Natural families of curves in a general curved space of n dimensions, these Transactions,

vol. 13 (1912), pp. 77-95.
§ S. Sasaki, Some theorems on conformai transformations of Riemannian spaces, Proceedings of the

Physico-Mathematical Society of Japan, Ills, vol. 18 (1936), pp. 572-578, and V. Modesitt, Some

singular properties of conformai transformations between Riemann spaces, American Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol. 60 (1938), pp. 325-336. Also see an abstract by the author entitled Conformai transforma-

tions and the subspaces of a Riemann space, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, abstract

43-9-328.
|| Throughout this paper except where otherwise stated Latin indices have the range 1, 2, • • • , n.

An index which appears twice in an expression is to be summed over the appropriate range unless the

index appears in parentheses. A free index in a tensor equation assumes each value of its range.
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It is assumed that these forms are not singular although they may be indefi-

nite. We choose coordinate systems {#*} and {**} so that the conformai cor-

respondence becomes xi = xi. In these coordinate systems

(2.4) i(i = ¿"gii,       |« = rY,

where gij and j" are the contravariant components of the metric tensors. If

the Christoffel symbols of the second kind for Vn and Vn are written {k | ij}

and {¿|t/}, respectively, it follows from (2.4) that*

(2.5) [k\Jj) = {*|i/'}+ «¡v.,- + «A.< - gijgkmv,m.

Let C be a curve in Vn and C its image in V„. If the unit tangents to C

and C at corresponding points are denoted by £' and £*' and the principal

normals by p* and ß*, it is an easy consequence of (2.4) and (2.5) that

(2.6) I«' = r*£*,

(2.7) ¡r = <r2' [f** - e<r,m(fjim - e^») ],

where e is +1 or — 1, being determined by e = £<,£*£'•

Since ßi = 0 for the geodesies of F„, the characteristic equation of a family

of conformai geodesies in Vn is, according to (2.7),

(2.8) m* = ev,m(gim- e&m).

In the derivation of this equation and throughout the paper we exclude those

conformai geodesies which are tangent to null vectors. Now gim — e^^m is the

projection tensorf for the vector space normal to £\ Hence we have as a re-

sult of (2.8) the following theorem:

Theorem 2.1. The principal normal of any curve of a family of conformai

geodesies passing through a common point in a non-null direction is, except for

sign, the projection normal to this direction of a fixed vector; the sign is deter-

mined by the character of the tangent to the curve.

This is the first characteristic property of conformai geodesies. Of course

the fixed vector is the gradient o-,<. As a consequence of Theorem 2.1, we have

the following equivalent theorem:

Theorem 2.2. If the curves of a family of conformai geodesies which pass

through a common point of Vn are projected orthogonally upon the tangent flat Sn

at that point, the centers of curvature of the °o »-1 projections at the common point

* The comma denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the x's and the form (2.1), and

the 5j* are the Kronecker deltas.

t Duschek-Mayer, Lehrbuch der Differentialgeometrie, vol. 2, 1930, pp. 44-45.
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will lie on a flat Sn-i orthogonal to the fixed vector of Theorem 2.1, and the » "-1

osculating circles of the projections will have a second point in common.

The proof is immediate. For the principal normals of the conformai geo-

desies in Vn are identical with the principal normals of their orthogonal pro-

jections in the flat 5„. From Theorem 2.1, it follows that the end points of the

principal normals of the projections lie on a spherical S„_i whose diameter is

the length of the gradient ati. By inversion, it is seen that the centers of curva-

ture lie on a hyperplane of Sn normal to the direction of o-,,-. According to

(2.8), the linear vector space determined by the tangent and principal normal

of any curve of (2.8) contains gima,m. This proves the next theorem:

Theorem 2.3. The osculating geodesic surfaces of the curves of a family of

conformai geodesies which pass through a common point form a bundle of sur-

faces; they all contain the fixed vector of Theorem 2.1.

If we omit the condition that the fixed vector of Theorem 2.1 be a gradi-

ent, it follows easily that Theorem 2.1 is the characteristic property of all

families of curves whose equations are of the form

(2.9) m* = erm(gim - e&m),

where t¿ is an arbitrary vector. The solutions of (2.9) have been called velocity

systems because of their connection with motion in fields of force. A geometric

definition of velocity systems is possible. For consider the Weyl geometry*

whose coefficients of connection T/t are

T,-» =   { l | jk \   + ÔjTk + ÔkTj — gjkg    Tn.

Then if the points in this Weyl space and Vn which have the same coordinates

correspond, it follows easily that the velocity system (2.9) consists of the

images in Vn of the paths of this Weyl geometry. It is clear that Theorems

2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 hold for all velocity systems.

3. Property two : hyperosculating geodesic circles. Velocity systems are

characterized by Theorem 2.1. It remains to distinguish geometrically the

families of conformai geodesies among the totality of velocity systems. For

this purpose, we shall consider the osculating geodesic circles of the curves.

Let C be a curve in Vn, and denote the unit tangent, and unit normals of

orders 1, 2, • ■ ■ , n — 1, and the first, second, • • • , (n — l)st curvatures of C by

d)!*, and m£\ (»iS • • • , (»)£', and h, k2, ■ ■ ■ , kn-U respectively. A geodesic

* Such geometries were proposed by Weyl as the basis of a combined theory of gravitation and

electro-dynamics. Cf. H. Weyl, Space, Time, Matter, English translation, 1921, pp. 125, 296, and

L. P. Eisenhart, Non-Riemannian Geometry, American Mathematical Society Colloquium Publica-

tions, vol. 8, New York, 1927, pp. 81-82.
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circle of Vn is defined as a curve whose first curvature in Vn is constant and

whose second curvature is identically zero. The geodesic circle which is tan-

gent to C and has the same first curvature as C at the point of tangency is

called the osculating geodesic circle of C at the point.* It follows from a funda-

mental existence theorem of differential equations that every curve for which

(!)£% (2)^*, and k\ exist at a point has a unique osculating geodesic circle at

that point.f
The Frenet equations of C are

b  (m)?
(3.1) -"-  =   —  em-\km-\ (m-l)£' +  im+lkm (m+l)?',

OS

m = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n — 1; ko = 0,
where

(3.2) em = ga („){' („,)£'

and

(3.3) g„(»,{« („,!' - 0, m*k,

and where b/bs denotes covariant differentiation with respect to arc length

along C so that

b\<      d\*       ,   .     , bXi      d\i       .   .     .

bs        as bs        as

The geodesic circle of C will have higher than second order contact; that is,

it will hyperosculate C if and only if the values of bxi/bs, b2x{/bs2, and

bV/bs3 are the same at the point of tangency. Since bx*/bs = m^\ the Frenet

equations (3.1) show that these conditions are equivalent tot

dk\
(3.4) — - 0, kt = 0

ds

at the point of contact.

Since £' = (].)£', e = ei, and ¿ii = e2&i co?*, it follows from (2.9), (3.2), and

* Lipke defines the osculating geodesic circle of C at a point as the curve of constant geodesic

curvature which lies in the osculating geodesic V2 of C at the point and agrees with C in curvature

and direction at the point. The results of §3 are valid for either definition of the osculating circle,

but in later sections our present definition, based on the Frenet equations of a curve in Vn rather

than in Vi, is more advantageous.

t Cf. Duschek-Mayer, loc. cit., pp. 62-64, for this theorem and the subsequent use of the Frenet

equations. If kp is identically zero on a curve, it is to be understood in (3.1) that kp+¡ = ■ • ■ = kn-i = 0

and that (p+ni;*, • • • , (n)£* are any vectors which satisfy (3.2) and (3.3).

} If n = 2, the second of these equations should be omitted. Similar deletions are to be understood

in equations (3.5) and (3.6).
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(3.3) that for any velocity system

(3.5) t< <,)£* - eth,        Ti(r)^ = 0, r>2.

If we differentiate (3.5) covariantly with respect to s and use (3.1) and (3.5),

we find

dk\
(T,-,,- - TiTj)  (2)^ (!)£'  =  d — ,

ds
(3.6)

(t;,,- — TiT,) (3)£' (1)?'  = ei«2^1^2,

(t«,/ - TiT¡) u+r)£< (X)|' = 0, r > 2,

since br¡/bs =t<,; (i)£'.

According to (3.4) and (3.6), the directions m^ at a fixed point in which

velocity curves are hyperosculated by their osculating geodesic circles are

given by

(3.7) rti «t« (!)€' - 0, s>l,

where

(3.8) Tij = Ti.j — TiTj.

The tensor t¿,- is symmetric when and only when t, is a gradient a,i. We call

the directions in which hyperosculation occurs the H-directions of the velocity

system. If we write eipi=r,-,- txtV mè'\ it follows from (3.2), (3.3), and (3.7)

that

(3.9) {ru- Pigii) tM#w&- 0.

Since the vectors („>{' are independent,

(ja - pigi,) (»S'' = 0,

so that pi is a root of the determinant equation |t¿,- — pg¡,-| =0, and (d^* is a

principal direction determined byr,-,-. In general there are n distinct principal

directions. This proves the following theorem :

Theorem 3.1. The H-directions of any velocity system are identical with the

principal directions determined by the tensor (3.8) which are not tangent to null

vectors. The velocity system is a family of conformai geodesies if and only if this

tensor is symmetric.

If tu is a symmetric tensor and none of the corresponding principal direc-

tions are null vectors (as is always the case if (2.1) is definite), it follows from

the known theory* that there exist n mutually orthogonal non-null principal

* L. P. Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry, 1926, pp. 107-112.
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directions. Conversely, let (P)\{ be n principal directions determined by r,-,-

such that gij (p)Xi (,)X' =0iîp^q. Then t,-,- (p)X ¿ (4)X' =0,(p¿¿q). Any two arbi-

trary vectors a1', ß* may be written as

n n

where a¡ and bt are constants so that

n

r.-j-a^'' = X) atbtTij (oX* («X* = Tfiß'a'".
í-i

Hence r,,- is a symmetric tensor so that t¿ = <r,i. This completes the character-

ization of conformai geodesies stated in the next theorem :

Theorem 3.2. A family of conformai geodesies in a Vn whose first fundamen-

tal form is definite admits an orthogonal ennuple of H-directions at each point.

Conversely, if a velocity system in any Vn admits n mutually orthogonal H-direc-

tions at each point, it is a family of conformai geodesies.

4. The //-directions. We consider the //-directions of a family of confor-

mai geodesies in greater detail. If the conformai correspondence between Vn

and Vn is given by (2.3), in accordance with Theorem 3.1, the //-directions

of the images in Vn of the geodesies of Vn coincide with the non-null principal

directions determined by the tensor

(4.1) (Tij  =   <T,¿j  —  CT.iO-,,.

The //-directions of the images in Vn of the geodesies of Vn are similarly de-

termined by the tensor*

(4.2) iti= (-<r)lfi- (- *)«(- r),t.

It follows readily from (2.5), (4.1), and (4.2) that

(4.3) ¿a = — an — Aicrgij,

where Aio- = gi'o-,io-,i.

Now (4.3) is an equation of the formt

m

(4.4) vu = XI «* (*)"</ + bg(j,
k-\

where the mvtj and va are symmetric tensors of the second order and the ak

* The semicolon here denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the x's and the form (2.2).

t Here (k) denotes the tensor and ij the components.
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and b are scalars. If X* is a common principal direction in Vn determined by

each of the wva, quantities pk exist such that

(4.5) (wvij - ptgiW = 0, k = 1,2,- • • ,m.

It follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that (*\,-—pg,-,)X*' = 0, where p=^2t-iatPt+°,

so that X{ is also a principal direction determined by ví¡.

This result shows that the principal directions in Vn determined by o\}-

and da coincide. Furthermore, according to (2.4), the principal directions de-

termined by any tensor in Vn and the tensor having the same components

in Vn-correspond. Hence the ¿/-directions in Vn and Vn correspond by means

of the conformai transformation. Since the ^-directions in Vn and Vn are

conformally equivalent, the mapping determines a unique set of //-directions.

We call these //-directions the H-directions of the conformai transformation

(2.3).
If Rhijk and R\m are the Riemann curvature tensors of Vn and V„, it fol-

lows from (2.5) by straightforward calculation* that

e~2cRhiik  =  Rhijk + ghk<T\i + gijChk — ghpik — gik<Thj

(4.6)
+  (ghkgij —  ghjgik)àl(7.

By means of (2.4) and (4.6), we find

(4.7) (n - 2)cij = Ru - R{j - gu[^<x + (n - 2)A1(r],

where 2?¿,- and Ra are the Ricci tensors of Vn and V„, respectively, and

A2o- = fji'o-,,i. Thus, if n>2, the ^-directions of the conformai transformation

are the non-null principal directions determined by Ri,— Ri¡. We state these

results in the following theorem :

Theorem 4.1. Let Vn and Vn be two conformai Riemann spaces. Then the

H-directions of the images in V„ of the geodesies of Vn and of the images in Vn

of the geodesies of Vn correspond under the mapping. If n > 2, these H-directions

coincide with the principal directions determined by R,j— Ra which are not tan-

gent to null vectors.

Since (4.7) is of the form (4.4), we conclude that if «>2 a principal direc-

tion determined by two of the tensors a,j, Ra, Ra is also determined by the

third. This proves the next theorem:

Theorem 4.2. Let Vn and Vn be two conformai Riemann spaces of dimen-

sionality n>2. Then by the mapping of Vn on Vn, a non-null Ricci principal

direction of Vn corresponds to a Ricci principal direction of Vn if and only if it

is an H-direction of the conformai transformation.

* For example, cf. Eisenhart, loe. cit., pp. 89-90.
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II. Particular Rlemann spaces

5. Conjugate conformai geodesies at a point. Let X* be any unit vector at

a point P of Vn which is not tangent to o-ti. Then there exists a unique unit

vector* X'{ in the linear vector space at P determined by X{ and o-,< such that

gi,W = 0.

Let C and C" be the curves belonging to a family of conformai geodesies which

are tangent to X* and X'*, respectively. Then C" is called the conjugate con-

formal geodesic of C at P. If XVr.i^O, it is clear that this relationship is re-

ciprocal, so that we may speak of C and C" as conjugate conformai geodesies.

If XVr,,= 0, the conjugate conformai geodesic of C is not defined.

According to Theorem 2.1, if Xv.i^O, the unit first normals of C and C"

at P are X'* and X', respectively. Hence conjugate conformai geodesies have

the same osculating geodesic surface. From (3.5), we have at P

(5.1) a,x\H = ek,        a,^' = e'k',

where k and k' are the first curvatures of C and C", respectively, and

(5.2) >-fiA*'i        e' = gi^'K'.

If (2.8) is multiplied by a,i and summed for », it follows from (5.1) that

(5.3) ek'2 + e'k2 = A1(r.

If C is any conformai geodesic orthogonal to o-,,- at P, the equation corre-

sponding to (5.3) is

(5.4) e,k2 = Al0-,

where k, is the first curvature of C and where e„ is -f 1 or — 1 according as

Aio- is positive or negative. If Ai<r=0, ß„ = 0.

As P moves along C, we obtain by covariant differentiation of (5.1) with

respect to s, after using (3.1), (3.5), (5.3), and (5.4), that

dk
(5.5) ffijK'*'' = e —.

ds

dk'
(5.6) ff.-jW = e'-ee,k2,

ds

where o-,-,- is defined by (4.1). Since <r,-,- is a symmetric tensor, if Xv,,^0 it

follows from (5.5) that edk/ds = e'dk'/ds', where s' denotes the arc length

* An exception occurs only if Xv,j = 0 and Ai<r = 0. In this case, X'*' is tangent to a,i and is a null

vector.
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of C. If w = 2, it can be shown that this last equation is equivalent to the

second characteristic property of conformai geodesies.

6. Conformai images of the geodesies of an Sn or En. The geometric char-

acterization of any family of conformai geodesies in Vn is derived in §§2 and 3.

If these curves are the images of the geodesies of a space of constant curva-

ture or an Einstein space, they will enjoy additional special properties which

are obtained below. Let („iX* and («X* be any two unit vectors in Vn at a

point P neither of which is tangent to cr,¿. We denote by Ca and Cß the con-

formal geodesies tangent to these vectors and by Cá and Ci the correspond-

ing conjugate conformai geodesies.

According to (2.6) and (4.6),

(6.1) e2'faß = raß — egffik qsjX* («X* — eaahi (a)X* (a)X' — Akt,

where raß and faß are the Riemannian curvatures at P of V„ and Vn, respec-

tively, for the orientation determined by ^X* and (^X*, and the e's are de-

fined in a manner analogous to (5.2). It follows from (5.4), (5.6), and (6.1)

that

dká dkß
(6.2) e2"faß = raß - eaeá —-eßei —-\- e,k? ,

as a dsß

where ká and kß are the first curvatures of Cá and Cß and where sa and sß

are the arc lengths of Ca and Cß, respectively.

If V„ is a space of constant curvature K0, the right-hand member of (6.2)

does not depend upon the orientation determined by (a)X* and («X* but is a

scalar function in V„. The algebraic sign of this function is constant and

agrees with that of K0. Conversely if the right-hand member of (6.2) is a

scalar function, it follows from (6.2) that V„ has the same Riemann curvature

for every orientation at P. By Schur's theorem the curvature of Vn is a con-

stant K0. The sign of K0 is determined by the scalar function. Since by a

magnification two spaces of constant positive (or negative) may be mapped

on each other so that their geodesies correspond, the precise value of K0 must

be indeterminate. We state these results in the following theorem:

Theorem 6.1. The necessary and sufficient condition that a family of con-

formal geodesies in Vn be the images of the geodesies of an Sn is that

dká dkß
raß — eaeá-eßeß-\- e„k?

dsa dsß

be a point function in V„. The Sn has positive, zero, or negative Riemann curva-

ture according as this function is greater than, equal to, or less than zero.
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According to (2.6) and (4.7),

(6.3) ea(n — 2)<r,-,- la)\* c«)X' = e2"ya — ya — A2o- — (» — 2)Ai<r,

where ya and ya are the Ricci or mean curvatures for the direction („)X* of V„

and y„, respectively. It follows from (5.6) and (6.3) that

dkl
(6.4) (» - 2)eae¿-+ ya = (n - 2)e,k? + e2°ya - A2<r - (n - 2)A1(r.

If V„, (w>2), is an Einstein space, ya is a constant. Hence the left-hand mem-

ber of (6.4) is a scalar. The converse is also true. This proves the next theo-

rem:

Theorem 6.2. The necessary and sufficient condition that a family of con-

formal geodesies in a Vn of dimensionality n>2 be the images of the geodesies of

an En is that

dkl
(n — 2)eae¿-h ya

dsa

be a point function in Vn.

In addition to this characteristic property, we easily obtain further neces-

sary properties of the conformai images of the geodesies of an Einstein space.

Theorem 6.3. If a family of conformai geodesies in a Vn of dimensionality

n>2 are the images of the geodesies of an En, the H-directions of the family coin-

cide with the principal Ricci directions of Vn which are not tangent to null vectors.

This is an immediate consequence of (2.4) and Theorem 4.1. For Vn is an

Einstein space if and only if

(6.5) Ru = agij,

where a is a constant.

Theorem 6.4. Let En and Én be conformai Einstein spaces of dimensional-

ity n>2. Then the conformai images in En of the geodesies of Ê„ as well as the

images in £„ of the geodesies of E„ are geodesic circles.

It has been shown by Brinkmann* that a large class of Einstein spaces

exist which are conformai to Einstein spaces. The above theorem applies to

these spaces. The proof of the theorem follows. By definition of En,

(6.6) R{j = bgij,

* H. W. Brinkmann, Einstein spaces which are mapped conformally on each other, Mathematische

Annalen, vol. 94 (1925), pp. 119-145.
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where b is a constant. It follows from (2.4), (4.7), (6.5), and (6.6) that

c<j = <Pgih

where <p is a scalar. Hence every direction is an ¿/-direction so that, as fol-

lows from (3.4), dki/ds=0, h = 0 for each conformai geodesic. This proves

Theorem 6.4. According to Theorem 4.1, the conformai geodesies of Vn and

Vn, (n>2), will be geodesic circles if and only if the mapping is such that

^.¡- - -R« = tga,

where \p is a scalar function.

7. Conformai geodesies in an Sn. The geometric property of conformai

geodesies in a Vn stated in Theorem 2.2 is not intrinsic since it depends upon

the tangent flat .SV The only exception arises when Vn is itself a flat space.

In this case, Theorem 2.2 becomes: The centers of curvature of the curves of

a family of conformai geodesies which pass through a common point lie on

a flat Sn-x orthogonal to the direction of o-,¿. In what follows, we show that

the spaces of constant curvature enjoy an analogous property. The results

apply without modification to all velocity systems.

We begin by generalizing the notion of center of curvature to apply to a

curve C in Vn. Let V% be the osculating geodesic surface of C at P, and let C"

be any curve in Vi which at P has the same tangent and principal normal*

as C. The limiting first point of intersection (when it exists) of the geodesies

of Vi normal to C" at P and at a nearby point Q as Q approaches P is called

the center of curvature of C in Vn at the point P. From the ^viewpoint of the

calculus of variations, the center of curvature of C is the focal point of C"

on the geodesic normal to C" at P.f Since the focal point depends only on

the first curvature of C" at P, if it exists it is uniquely determined by C.

In accordance with Theorem 2.3, the osculating geodesic surfaces of the

curves of a family of conformai geodesies {C} which pass through a common

point P all contain the gradient <r,i. This means that a geodesic surface Vi

at P osculates oo1 conformai geodesies passing through P. The locus of the

centers of curvature in Vn of these conformai geodesies is, in general, a curve

in Vi. In what follows, we prove the following theorem :

Theorem 7.1. Let {C} be any family of conformai geodesies in a Vn whose

first fundamental form is positive definite. Then the locus of the centers of curva-

* Since Vt is geodesic at P, C" has the same first curvature at P when considered as a curve in

F2orFn.

t O. Boba, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, 1909, p. 323, and M. Morse, The Calculus of

Variations in the Large, American Mathematical Society Colloquium Publications, vol. 18, New

York, 1934, pp. 51-55.
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ture in Vn (if they exist) of the °°1 curves of {C} which pass through a common

point osculating the same geodesic surface V2 at that point is a geodesic of V2 if

and only if V2 is an S2.

The existence of the center of curvature of a curve in S„ is discussed later.

If we use the geodesic polar coordinates with center at P, the first funda-

mental form of V2 is

(7.1) ds2 = dr2+G(r, 6)d6\

where

d(G(0, B))"2
(7.2) (G(0,*))1/2 = 0,

dr

Now the center of. curvature in V„ of a curve osculating V2 at P depends only

on its direction and first curvature ki at P. If (r, 0) are the coordinates of the

center of curvature, it follows that

(7.3) ¿i=/(/,0).

The function f(r, 0) is completely determined by the surface V2. Indeed, it

may be shown by the methods of the calculus of variations that

/dr r  r     dr 11

This relation is not used in the present proof.

According to (3.5), the first curvatures of the oo1 curves of {C} osculating

V2 at P obey an equation of the form

(7.5) h = asm (0 + b),

where a and b are constants which depend upon the particular family {C}

and the point P.* From (7.3) and (7.5), the locus of the centers of curvature

of the 001 conformai geodesies is

(7.6) f(r,6) = a sin (e + b).

By hypothesis this locus is a geodesic of V2 for every value of a and b. Differ-

entiating (7.6), we find that the curves (7.6) are the solutions of

dB2 fr\dej fr    W fr

But (7.6) must also satisfy the differential equation for the geodesies of V2:

* Indeed, for the family ¡C} associated with the conforma [.mapping (2.3), a=(Aio-)"2 and b is

chosen so that the vector <r,j is tangent to 9= — b.
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d2r      Gr/dr\2     Gs /dr\      Gr
(7.8) -( — )-( — )- —= 0.

dB2      G \dej      2G \doJ      2

It follows from (7.7) and (7.8) that each curve (7.6) will be a geodesic if and

only if

,_    . frr      Gr 2fer      G$ fee + /     G,
(7.9) ^ + — = 0,        — +-= 0,-- + — = 0.

/,        G fr IG fr 2

A little calculation shows that the solution of (7.2) and (7.9) is (7.4) and

one of the following equations :

1 1
(7.10)  G(r, 6) = — sin2 cr,        G(r, 6) = r2,        G(r, 6) = — sinh2 cr.

c2 c2

Since the Gaussian curvature of F2 is equal to — (Gll2)rr/G112, it follows from

(7.10) that Vi is a surface of constant curvature c2, 0, or — c2, respectively.

This completes the proof.

If Vn is an Sn, it follows easily from (7.4), (7.5), and (7.10) that the locus of

centers of curvature in any geodesic 52 is*

1
(7.11) c cot cr = (Akt)1'2 sin 0, — = (Akt)1'2 sin d, c coth er = (Akt)1'2 sin 6,

r

according as 5„ has Riemann curvature c2, 0, or — c2, respectively. Hence the

locus always exists in an S„ of positive or zero curvature and exists in an Sn

of negative Riemann curvature — c2 if and only if Aio- sin2 8 >c2.

In an S„, every geodesic Vi is a totally geodesic S2. Therefore, the locus

of the centers of curvature in any S2 of the appropriate curves passing through

P of a family of conformai geodesies {C} is a geodesic of 5„. This geodesic is

easily shown to be orthogonal to the geodesic of Sn which is tangent to «r,,-

at P. Furthermore, the point at which the two geodesies intersect orthogo-

nally does not depend upon the particular osculating geodesic surface at P.

Hence the totality of geodesies in Sn which are the loci associated with the

family {C} lie on a totally geodesic 5„_i orthogonal to the geodesic which

is tangent to ati. We state this result in the following theorem:

Theorem 7.2. Let {C\ be a family of conformai geodesies in an S„ whose

first fundamental form is positive definite. Then the centers of curvature in S„

(if they exist) of the curves of {C} which pass through a common point lie on a

totally geodesic Sn-i orthogonal to the geodesic through the point which is tangent

to the fixed vector of Theorem 2.1.

* The direction of the gradient <r,< is 9 = 0.
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III. Subspaces of V„

8. Conformai geodesies in subspaces of V„. The conformai transforma-

tion (2.3) induces a conformai mapping of the respective subspaces of Vn

and Vn upon each other. If Vv and Vp, (1 <p<n), are two such conformai

subspaces, the images of the geodesies of V p in V p are conformai geodesies

of Vp and therefore enjoy the properties of conformai geodesies derived in

the previous sections. We now consider the additional relationships which

exist between the families of conformai geodesies of Vn and of its subspaces

which are the conformai images of the geodesies of Vn and its respective sub-

spaces under the transformation (2.3). We refer to these conformai geodesies

of V„ and of its subspaces as corresponding families of conformai geodesies.

Any one such family is said to correspond to the transformation (2.3). It is

clear that if a family of conformai geodesies of Vn is given, then the conformai

transformation is determined except for a magnification. Hence all the corre-

sponding families of conformai geodesies in the subspaces of Vn are uniquely

determined by the given conformai geodesies of Vn.

The equations of the imbedding of a VP in Vn are* xi = xi(y"). If the first

fundamental form of Vn is (2.1), the corresponding form of Vp is

(8.1) ds2 = haßdyady»,

wheref

(8.2) haß = gijX,ax,ß.

If fa is a unit vector in Vp, the principal normal ¡j.* of the conformai geodesic

of Vn tangent to fa is given by (2.8), where £' are the components in the x's

of f " so that

(8.3) i = rV«.

The principal normal V of the corresponding conformai geodesic of Vp tan-

gent to Xa is

va = ea,ß(ha^ - ef af),

where a,ß given by

(8.4) q-,0 = a,mx%ß

is the projection of o-,¿ in the tangent vector space of Vp. If 77' are the compo-

nents of va in the x's, r\i = v"xi,a, so that

* In this section, the range of the Greek letters is 1, 2, • • • , P unless otherwise stated,

t The comma followed by a Greek letter denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the

form (8.1) and the y's.
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-, * mt.ap a   p

(8.5) i¡   = e<r,mx,ßX,a(h     — ef f ).

It is easy to show from the canonical representation for haß and gi¡ that

(8.6) h     X,aXlß   =   g        —    ¿_i   er  (r)X    (T)X    ,

t-¡h-1

where the (T)X' are n—p mutually orthogonal unit normals to Vp and

er=ga «X* WX'. It follows from (2.8), (8.3), (8.5), and (8.6) that*

(8.7) ^ = p< - eo-,m]>>T(T)Xm(r)Xi.

T

It is clear that the last expression in (8.7) is the signed projection of a,m in

the normal vector space of Vv. As an immediate consequence of (8.7), it is

seen that if two Vp's are tangent at a point, the principal normals of their corre-

sponding conformai geodesies which pass through the point in the same direction

are equal.

While the principal normal is thus determined by the tangent vector space

of Vp, the //-directions also depend upon the tensors o-jfiap. These tensors are

introduced in the equations!

(8.8) x\ß = — {i I jk} x,ax,ß + £«, iT)üaß oX*
T

and are used to construct the second fundamental form of VP. According to

Theorem 3.1, the //-directions of the corresponding family of conformai geo-

desies of Vp are the non-null principal directions determined by the tensor aaß

where

(8.9) ffaß   =   <T,aß —  <r,aC,ß.

By straightforward calculation, we find from (4.1), (8.4), (8.8), and (8.9) that

(8. 10) <Taß   =   ffijX,aX,ß  +   X e* (r)X <r,< (T)fiaff.
T

If £* is an //-direction at a point P of a family of conformai geodesies of Vn,

in accordance with Theorem 3.1,

(8.11) (an - pgi,)? - 0,

where ep = o\,£i£1' and e=gij£it¡>. For any Vp which contains £', the compo-

nents fa in the y's of £* satisfy (8.3). We multiply (8.11) by x¿ and sum the

* This equation may also be obtained directly from Theorem 2.1.

f Eisenhart, loe. cit., p. 160.
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resulting equation for y. After using (8.2) and (8.3), this equation becomes

i      j a

(<TijX,aX,ß — pkaa)Ç   = 0.

Hence f " is a principal direction determined by the tensor ffii*ii»*jj. But if Vp

is geodesic or umbilical at a point P, it follows from (8.10) that the //-direc-

tions at P of the corresponding family of conformai geodesies of Vp are deter-

mined by ffijX^x'ß. This discussion proves the following theorem:

Theorem 8.1. If at a point an H-direction of a family of conformai geo-

desies of Vn is tangent to a subspace Vp which is geodesic or umbilical at the

point, then this direction is also an H-direction of the corresponding family of

conformai geodesies of Vp.

We now suppose p — n — 1, and write (8.10) as

(8.12) oaß = <rijXtaX,ß + e\ (i>X cr,,í2a/s.

As was shown in the paragraph below (4.3), if £' is a principal direction de-

termined by two of the tensors o-aß, ffijX^xiß, ßaj3, it is also determined by the

third provided (i)X'«■,,■ ?*0. But Qaß determines the directions of the lines of

curvature of Vn-i, and, as was shown above, <rijX,ax1¿ determines the //-direc-

tions of the geodesic F„_i which has the same orientation as Vn-i- This proves

the next theorem:

Theorem 8.2. Let Vn-i be a hypersurface of Vn which at a point does not

contain the fixed vector of Theorem 2.1. Then if, at this point, a vector is a member

of two of the following sets, it is also a member of the third set:

(1) the tangents of the lines of curvature of Vn-i,

(2) the H-directions of a family of conformai geodesies of Vn-\,

(3) the H-directions of the corresponding family of conformai geodesies of

the tangent geodesic Vn-i-

As a consequence of Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 8.2, we note that an H-di-

rection of a family of conformai geodesies of Vn is also an H-direction of the

corresponding family of conformai geodesies of a hypersurface Vn-i with

U)Xv,j5¿0 if and only if the direction is tangent to a line of curvature of Vn-i-

Now the corresponding family of conformai geodesies of a hypersurface

a = const, is simply the totality of geodesies of the hypersurface; so the H-

directions of this family are completely indeterminate. It follows from the

statement italicized above that an H-direction of a family of conformai geo-

desies of Vn which lies in a hypersurface o- = const, with Ai<t^0 is tangent to a

line of curvature of the hypersurface.
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We now consider two hypersurfaces Vn-\ and V *-x which are tangent at a

point P of Vn. If their equations of imbedding in V„ are xi = xi(ya) and

xi=x*i(y"), it follows that at P, dx^dy" and dx*i/dya span the same tangent

vector space. Hence we may choose the coordinate directions y for Vn-i

and F„*_i as mutually tangent at P so that at this point

dx<      dx*<
(8.13)

dy"       dy"

Now the tensor aaß for Vn-\ is given by (8.12), and the corresponding tensor

a*ß for V*-i by

/o    1 A\ * *'    *'   I        *       \*4       r>*
(.0.14J <7aß  =   (TijX,aX,ß + eX (l)X    <T,iUaß,

where the notation is analogous to that used in (8.12) and refers to V*-x-

Since at P, ())X¿= („X**, it follows from (8.12), (8.13), and (8.14) that at the

point of contact,

(8.15) a aß — o aß = ei d>X a,i(Q.aß — £laß).

If (i)X'0-^ = 0, it follows that aaß = o-aß. More generally, if two Vp's are tan-

gent at P and contain the gradient o-,< at P, the //-directions of the corre-

sponding families of conformai geodesies coincide at this point.

If (dXv.í^O and f« denotes a unit vector of Vn-x and V*-x at P, we obtain

-„,. aß *      a  fl ., aß *aj3v

(8.16) *„£   f     -   <Taßt   t     =   eX  (»XV.iCOaflf   f     -   ííaíf   f   ).

According to (5.6),

dk *   a «        ,á&*a   0 , ÍIK *     a   0 / "-"■ *2
(8.17) CaßX f   = e-ee,¿,2, traß£ f   = e —-ce,*, ,

as ds*

where the notation is analogous to that of (5.6) and refers to the correspond-

ing families of conformai geodesies of Vn_i and V*-x- The remarks following

(8.7) show that

(8.18) k, = k*.

Of course

(8.19) QattY-eK,        dU'i ' = eK*,

where K and K* denote the normal curvatures of Vn-x and V*-x, respectively,

for the direction £«. It follows from (8.16), (8.17), (8.18), and (8.19) thatt

t A similar equation may be obtained for a single Vn-i by using (8.12) instead of (8.15) in the

above derivation.
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dk'      dk*'
(8.20) —-= eiee' wX'ff.^K - K*).

ds        ds*

Hence the difference of normal curvatures for the same direction on two tan-

gent hypersurfaces is expressible in terms of the curvatures of the correspond-

ing conformai geodesies of these hypersurfaces. It also follows from (8.20)

that the expression

/dk'      dk*'\      1

\ ds        ds* ) (i)XV,¿

does not depend upon the conformai mapping (2.3) of V„ upon Vn; that is,

it is invariant for any pair of corresponding families of conformai geodesies.

As an immediate consequence of (8.15) and the remarks below (4.3), we

have the following theorem:

Theorem 8.3. Let Vn-\ and V*-i be tangent at a point where they do not

contain the fixed vector of Theorem 2.1. Then if, at this point, a vector is a mem-

ber of three of the following sets, it is also a member of the fourth set :

(1) the tangents of the lines of curvature of Vn-i,

(2) the tangents of the lines of curvature of V*-i,

(3) the H-directions of a family of conformai geodesies of Vn-i,

(4) the H-directions of the corresponding family of conformai geodesies of

'  n—l.

If the difference of the normal curvatures at P of Vn-\ and V*-i for

the same direction is constant as the direction changes, it follows that

Claß = Cl%-\-ahaß, where a is a constant. In this case, according to (8.15), the

//-directions for any corresponding families of conformai geodesies in Vn-\

and V*-\ coincide at P.

A conformai transformation of V„ for which

(8.21) an = *gii

has a particularly simple character. As noted in §6, it is only in this case that

the corresponding conformai geodesies of Vn are geodesic circles. We investi-

gate the induced conformai transformations of the hypersurfaces of Vn. From

(8.2), (8.12), and (8.21),

(8.22) Oaß   =  <t>haß +  ßl (1)XV,Ä0

for any Vn-i in Vn. Hence if (i)Xio-,, = 0 at a point, every direction is an //-di-

rection of the corresponding conformai geodesies of V„_i at this point. If

(dXVt.í-^O, it follows from (8.22) that the non-null tangents to the lines of
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curvature of Vn-x and the //-directions of the corresponding conformai geo-

desies of F„_i coincide.

Conversely, suppose the direction of each line of curvature of any F„_i

in Vn is an //-direction of a family of conformai geodesies of F„_i if the direc-

tion is not tangent to a null vector, and suppose that all of these families of

conformai geodesies correspond to the same conformai mapping of Vn. Now

it is easy to show* that a Vn-x in Vn exists which contains an arbitrary point

P of Vn and is such that the lines of curvature of Vn-x are tangent to an arbi-

trary ennuple of non-null directions at P. Furthermore, we may choose co-

ordinates ya in the F„_i so that the tangents x*a (a constant) to the coordinate

lines are also tangent to the lines of curvature at P. In this coordinate system

daß — 0, üaß = 0, a 9* ß.

It follows from (8.12) that <r</«|«a^p = 0, (a^ß). Since x\a and x*,ß are arbitrary

orthogonal vectors in Vn, the last equation shows that o-,,=ri)g,-,-. This proves

the next theorem :

Theorem 8.4. Let Vn be conformai to V„ so that the images of the geodesies

of Vn are geodesic circles in Vn. Then and only then the non-null tangents to

the lines of curvature of any Vn-x in Vn are H-directions for the corresponding

family of conformai geodesies in F„_i.

It is easy to see that non-trivial conformai transformations exist for which

(8.21) holds. As noted in §6, the conformai mapping of any two Einstein

spaces of dimensionality n>2 gives rise to an equation of the form (8.21).

We discuss this topic further in §12.

As a consequence of Theorem 6.4 and the remarks following (8.22), we

have the following theorem which may be illustrated by non-trivial examples :

Theorem 8.5. Let En and En be conformai Einstein spaces of dimensionality

n>3, and let En-x and £„_i be Einstein hypersurfaces which correspond by the

mapping and which do not contain the fixed vector of Theorem 2.1. Then En-x

and jE„_i have indeterminate lines of curvature.

9. The hypersurfaces a = const. For the conformai transformation (2.3),

the hypersurfaces a = const, play a special role. The mapping of these hyper-

surfaces in Vn and Vn, respectively, upon each other is simply a change in

scale. We investigate the conditions under which the normal to a = const, may

be an ¿/-direction of the corresponding family of conformai geodesies of Vn.

We obtain the following results:

* For a proof of this statement, cf. A. Fialkow, The Riemannian curvature of a hypersurface,

Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 44 (1938), pp. 256-257.
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Theorem 9.1. The tangent at a point of Vn to a curve of the congruence nor-

mal to the hypersurfaces a = const, is an H-direction of the corresponding family

of conformai geodesies of Vn if and only if the curve is not tangent to a null vector

and has zero first curvature at the point.

The proof follows. According to Theorem 3.1 and the hypothesis that

gimo,m is an //-direction at a point P of Vn, gimo-,m is a non-null principal

direction determined by the tensor (4.1) at P. Hence, for a suitable p,

(9.1) (<r,ij — <T,id,j — pgijfo--' = 0

at this point, where a,i=gim<r,m. Let* („¡X* be » — 1 mutually orthogonal con-

gruences of vectors in V'„ such that

(9.2) o-,,- („X' = 0.

Differentiating (9.2) covariantly, we obtain

"■.</ (p)X  + <r,f (j>)X,< = 0.

Hence

(9.3) — a,ij (P)\'(T^ = (pjXí.ío-'V^.

Butfrqm (9.1) and (9.2),<r,¿,- Cp)Xîo-'< = 0. If we substitute this value in (9.3),

(9.4) (p)\j,i M\{ („)\í = 0,

where („jX* is a unit vector tangent to a*. It is known t that (9.4) is the con-

dition that a curve of the congruence whose tangents are (n)X ' have zero first

curvature. This proves one of the statements in the theorem. The converse

may be demonstrated by reversing the steps of the above proof.

We now show that under the conditions of the hypothesis of Theorem 9.1,

the non-null directions of the lines of curvature of the corresponding hyper-

surface <r = const, are also //-directions at P. By a change of coordinates we

may write

1
(9.5) <T  =   *», gnn   =  -  =enH2(xi), gnP=0.

,nn

From (9.5), we find

(9.6) <r.P = 0, <r,„=l,

(9.7)
H ,P

* In this section the indices p, q have the range 1, 2, • • • ,n—\.

f Eisenhart, loe. cit., p. 100.
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Since the first curvature of the curve

(9.8) xp = const., xn = xn

is zero at P,

d2xi       .   .      . dx> dxk
(9.9) +{i\jk) — — = 0

ds1 ds    ds

at this point. According to (9.8),

dxn       1 dxp
(9.10) -= —, -= 0.

ds       H ds

From (9.5), (9.10), and (9.9) with i = q, we obtain gp"H,p = Q. Since the rank

of \\gPQ\\ is n — 1, this last equation is equivalent to HiP =0 at P. Hence, from

(9.7), <r,np = 0. As a consequence of this equation and (9.6),

(9.11) <Tnp  =   0

at the point P.

The principal directions determined by <r„- are the vectors X* such that

(o-,}—p/j,j)Xi = 0 for suitable p. It follows from (9.5) and (9.11) that the co-

ordinate direction whose parameter is x" is a principal direction determined

by a a and the vectors orthogonal to it which satisfy the equation

(9.12) (<rpq - pgPQ)Xp = 0

are also //"-directions. Since the tensor aaß defined by (8.9) for the hypersur-

face

Xa = y",        xn = const.

is identically zero, (8.12) becomes, after a slight change in notation,

(9.13) ctwW + en(enAxo-yi*Qaß = 0.

Furthermore, the tensors <Ti¡ñJ bs> and haß are, respectively, equal to apq and

gpq after a change of notation. Since Axo-^0, it follows from (9.12) and (9.13)

that the principal directions determined by o-„ at P other than the normal to

<r = const, are also determined by ßop. Hence they are the directions of the

lines of curvature of o- = const, at P.

Conversely, suppose that the directions of the lines of curvature at P of

<r = const, are all //-directions of the corresponding family of conformai geo-

desies of Vn. Then none of the lines of curvature at P are tangent to null

vectors. In accordance with the theory of principal directions determined by

the tensor ßap, it follows that n — 1 mutually orthogonal vectors (p)X' exist
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at P which are tangent to lines of curvature. Hence for a proper value of pp

(9.14) (an - Ppgij) {p)X< = 0.

If („)X* is a unit vector normal to a = const, at P and

en  = gij (n)X* (njX', enpn  ~  <fij („jX1 („)\',

it follows from (9.14) that

(9.15) (Cij —  Pngij)   (n)Xi (j)X'  =   0, ((Tij —  Pngij)   („)Xi („)X'   =  0.

Since the vectors („jX*, «X* are n mutually orthogonal vectors, it follows from

(9.15) that (ffij—Pngij) (n)X< = 0; so the normal at P is also an //-direction of

the corresponding family of conformai geodesies of V„. This proves the fol-

lowing theorem:

Theorem 9.2. // the normal at a point to a hypersurface a = const, is an

H-direction of the corresponding family of conformai geodesies of V„, the non-

null tangents to the lines of curvature of the hypersurface at the point are also

H-directions. Conversely, if at a point all the tangents to the lines of curvature of

o- = const, are H-directions and the normal to the hypersurface at this point is a

non-null vector, then the normal is also an H-direction.

In particular, the above two theorems are true at every point of V„ only

if the hypersurfaces a = const, are parallel. We note that if a one-parameter

family of hypersurfaces in Vn is parallel and its image in Vn is also parallel,

the family consists of the hypersurfaces a = const. Since Aio-=/(o-) if the hy-

persurfaces a = const, are parallel, in accordance with (5.4) it is characteristic

in this case that k, has a constant value on each of these hypersurfaces.

IV. Some special questions

10. The Frenet equations and conformai geodesies. The last two equa-

tions of (3.6) are equivalent to

(10.1) -1 w& = eitikikt, —L(i+r)?i = 0, r>2,
OS OS

where the notation is that used in §3. We show by mathematical induction

that the following equations hold for any velocity system (2.9) (in particular, for

any family of conformai geodesies) :

bpTi
—-(p+2)£* = eie2 • • • ep+ikik2 • • • &p+i,
bs"

(10.2)

—- ip+r)e = 0, r> 2;p = 0,1,- ■ ■ ,n- 2.
bsp
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From (3.5) and (10.1), it follows that (10.2) holds for p=0, 1. We assume

that (10.2) holds for p = 0,1, • • • , m. Since (bMT,/bsm) (m+3)£< = 0, we find by

covariant differentiation with respect to s and use of (3.1) that

bm+hn bmTi

(10.3)-—- (m+3)£* +-   L—   em+2*m+2 (m+2)?* +  em+4*m+3 (m+4)£'J   =   0.
bsm+1 OS™

From (10.3) and (10.2) with p = m,

bm+V¿
. (m+3)íl = eie2 • • ■ em+2*i*2 • • • km+i,
osm+l

which is the first equation of (10.2) with p = m + i. Similarly, if we differenti-

ate
bmTi

- (m+l+r)£* =  0, r>2,
bsm

covariantly with respect to s and use (3.1), we obtain

bm+h-i bmTi
—-——  (*H-l+,)£* + —- L— em+rkm+r (m+r)£* + Cm+r+2*m+r+l  (m+r+2>£*J   =  0.
bsm+1 bsm

According to (10.2) with p = m, this equation becomes

bm+1Ti

bs'
(m+l+r)S* —  0

which is the second equation of (10.2) with p = m-\-\. This completes the in-

duction.

We apply these equations to the conformai geodesies of Vn and Vn which

are the images of the geodesies of V„ and Vn, respectively, under the confor-

mai transformation (2.3). Then (10.2) with p = 0, 1 becomes

(10.4) o-,,- („)£< = exkx, o-.,- w{< = 0,

btr,i b<r,
—— (8)?* = eie2^i^2, -—
bs bs

(10.5) -^ („$' = exeikxki, -^ H+r){< = 0, r > 2,

for Vn and

(10.6) (- <7)t< (2)1* = êxkx, (- «r).< w? = 0,

b(- a),i    _             . . b(- a),¡
(10.7) —-w? = ëxëikxki, —-»+,){' = 0, r > 2,

bs bs

for Vn, where a notation analogous to that for Vn is used. If mf ' is chosen as

corresponding to d)f ' at a point P,
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(10.8) fl£ - e- («{',

and it follows from (3.3), (10.4), and (10.6) that at P,

<*>£' = «"" m£S      êi - - r**L

From (2.5) and (10.8)

b(— <r),< rbo1,* ¿<r "1
(10.9) \        = -e~°\~- 2 — <rti + Alff (1)fc   •

bs L bi ¿s J

It follows from (3.3), (10.5), (10.7), and (10.9) that at P

(sji* = f~* (3)$*',       k2 = e-'k2.

11. Similar families of conformai geodesies. The families of conformai

geodesies in Vn which correspond to the transformations (2.3) and

(11.1) ds' = e'^ds,       f'(c) ^ 0,

where f'(o) =df/da are called similar families of conformai geodesies. We de-

note these families by {C} and {C} ', respectively. The equations analogous

to (10.4) and (10.5) obtaining for {C}' are

M h »)€" = ei h , \j(c) ] „• (r)r ' = 0,

(11.2) b[f(a)h b [/(.)]„•
—:-(8)£ * = ele2 kl k{ , —-u+oS ' = 0, r > 2.

bs os

The notation in these equations is analogous to that employed in (10.4) and

(10.5), the prime referring to {C}'. We consider curves of the two families

which are tangent at a point so that uji;'* = a)?*- Since

b|/T<7-)|.i da- bo-,i
\j(°)h = rv)°.<,    J¿^L = fWj'.f+y'WT1-

os ds os

it follows from (3.3), (10.4), (10.5), and (11.2) that

(2)^ =  CD?, (3)?'' =  (»{*, M   = /Wl, «   =  k2

at the point. Hence the ratio of the first curvatures of tangent curves of {C}

and {C} ' at a point is independent of their common initial direction. We also

have the following theorem:

Theorem 11.1. All similar conformai geodesies which are tangent at a point

of Vn have the same first and second normals and second curvatures at the point.

In accordance with Theorem 3.1, the //-directions of {C} ' are determined

by the tensor/<,-= [/(o-)],,,— \f(<r)],i\f(cr)],j. From this equation and (4.1),
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(11.3) /„ = /(,)»« + \f"(c) - /'2(<r) + /'(<r)]<r,i(r,7.

We first assume that/"-/'2+/V0 and/VO at a point P. It follows from

(11.3) and the remarks below (4.3) that an //-direction of {C} at P coincides

with an ¿/-direction of {C ) ' if and only if it is a principal direction deter-

mined by the tensor o-,«r,,-. But, if* Aio-^0, these principal directions are o-,,-

and all vectors X{ such that Xio-,i = 0. Of course, the X* all lie in the tangent

vector spaces of the hypersurfaces a = const. If one of these vectors X* is an

¿/-direction of {C} and therefore of {C} ', it follows from the second italicized

statement below Theorem 8.2 that X* is tangent to a line of curvature of the

hypersurface a = const, passing through P. If o-,,- is a common ¿/-direction of

{C} and {C}', it follows from Theorem 9.2 that the remaining common

¿/-directions are the tangents of the lines of curvature of o- = const, at P. If

the hypersurfaces a = const, are parallel, this last situation is realized through-

out the space.

If

(11.4) /»-/2+/' = 0

and/'j^O at P, \C) and {C}' have the same ¿/-directions at this point.

If (11.4) holds throughout Vn, it follows easily that

(11.5) ¿M =
1 — de*

where Ci and c2 are constants such that the right-hand member of (11.5) is

positive. From (2.3), (11.1), and (11.5) we find that

abc
(11.6) _=+__, b,c*0,

ds      ds      ds

is equivalent to (11.5).

If/' = 0 at P, the ¿/-directions of {C} ' at this point are either all directions

oro-,i and all vectors X* such that Xv,¿ = 0 according as/"— f'2+f does or does

not equal zero at P. Some of these results are stated in the next theorem:

Theorem 11.2. // the hypersurfaces a = const, are nonparallel, the similar

families of conformai geodesies of Vn which are the images of the geodesies of V„

and Vá will have the same congruences of H-directions if and only if

a/ds = b/ds+c/ds', where a, b (^0), and c (^0) are constants.

* If Aio-=0 at P, a,, is tangent to a null vector. In this case it is easy to show that there is a

unique null vector p* which is not orthogonal to a,¡ and that any vector which lies in the linear vector

space determined by y* and all unit vectors normal to o-, ¿ is a principal direction determined by

o,io,i, and conversely.
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As an illustration of the above discussion as well as for its own interest,

we consider the following question: What curves in Vn have principal nor-

mals equal to the principal normals of their conformai images in Vn under the

mapping (2.3)?* According to the hypothesis and (2.4),

(11.7) £' = <rV,

where p. ' and ß ' are the principal normals of the curve in Vn and V„, respec-

tively. From (2.7) and (11.7), any curve whose principal normal is invariant

under (2.3) satisfies the equationf

ea.m
(11.8) „' = --(gim-e&™), ^0,

1 — e"

where £' is the unit tangent. Hence the curves whose principal normals are in-

variant under (2.3) form a family of conformai geodesies similar to the conformai

geodesies (2.8) corresponding to the given transformation. Let (11.8) be the im-

ages of the geodesies of Vñ (determined except for a magnification). Then the

induced mapping between Vn and Vñ is of the form (11.1) where

(11.9) efM = ae'/(ef- 1),  a > 0, a > 0;    tf™ = aC/(l — «*), <r < 0,a > 0.

For the region of the coordinate space in which o->0,J we investigate the

curves whose principal normals in V'„ and Vñ are equal under the transforma-

tion between these spaces. According to the preceding discussion, these curves

are the conformai images of the geodesies of a Vñ'. From (11.9), the mapping

of Vñ' on Vn is ds" = eF(-")ds, where

bae"
(11.10) eF^ =-.-r, b>0.

\(a- l)e° + 1 |

Of course, F(a) =f(f(<r)) except for a magnification of Vñ'■ The conformai

correspondence associated with (11.10) will coincide with (2.3) and Vñ' with

Vn if and only if a = 1, b = 1. In this case, Vñ is uniquely determined by (2.3)

and from (11.9) the mapping of Vñ on V'„ is given by

e"
(11.11) ds' =-ds, a>0.

e* — 1

Conversely, (11.11) uniquely determines V„ and (2.3). This proves the fol-

lowing theorem :

* Curves whose principal normals correspond (but not necessarily with invariant first curvatures)

have been considered by V. Modesitt, loc. cit., pp. 326-328.

t At points where <r = 0, the principal normal is invariant if and only if £«'is tangent to g'mo-t„.

| In the region where tr<0 we simply interchange the roles of Vn and F».
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Theorem 11.3. Let (2.3) be a conformai transformation between a region of

Vn and a region of V„ in which a >0. Then there exists a unique Riemann space

Vá and a unique conformai mapping (11.11) of Vá on Vn such that the images

of the geodesies of Vá have equal principal normals in Vn and Vn and the images

of the geodesies of Vn have equal principal normals in Vn and Vá •

Corresponding to (11.6), we have

1       1        1

ds      ds      ds'

It follows from this equation or from the above discussion that if V„, Vn,

and Vá are all subjected to the same conformai transformation,

ds* = eTds,        ds* = eTds,        ds'* = eTds',

then the new spaces V*, V*, and Vá * may replace Vn, Vn, and Vá, respec-

tively, in Theorem 11.3. This means that the triplet of spaces Vn, Vn, and Vá

is a conformai triplet with respect to the property stated in Theorem 11.3.

If pfi is a principal normal of a curve in Vá, the transformation corre-

sponding to (2.7) is

(11.12) m" = e-2/('V - e[f(<?)],m(gim - e«m)],

where/(o-) is defined by (11.9) with a = \. Let vl and v'* represent /z* and //'

considered as vectors in Vn. Then

(11.13) vi = e'p.\        v" - ^<*V'.

For any curve in V„ and its conformai images in Vn and Vá, we obtain from

(2.7), (11.12), and (11.13) that

(11.14) M* = ?< + v'\

In particular, if vfi=0, then jui = vu, and if P'—O, then pi = v'i. These proper-

ties were used tó define Vá- For the.geodesies of Vn, pi = 0. It follows from

(11.14) that the corresponding images of the geodesies of V„ in Vn and Vá

have equal principal normals oppositely directed.

A simple computation shows that

e'fa + e'í'Víí = 0,

so that the ¿/-directions of the similar families of conformai geodesies (2.8)

and (11.8) coincide. This also follows from the discussion preceding Theorem

10.2 since (11.9) is of the form (11.5).

12. Conformai transformations with o-i,=<pgij. In previous sections, we

have seen that the conformai transformations for which the tensor an with a
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not constant satisfies (8.21) are of a particularly simple and interesting geo-

metric character. We now show that a very large class of Vn's actually exists

which admit such transformations. If we write Q = e-°, (8.21) becomes

(12.1) Q.i/- -Wgij.

We first investigate the solutions of (12.1) for which

(12.2) Akt 9¿ 0    or   Aiii^O.

In this case, the equation

(12.3) gi'Q,i0.j = O

admits n— 1 independent solutions* (p)ö. By means of a suitable coordinate

transformation, we obtain

(12.4) (p)0 = xp,        Ü = x".

It follows from (12.2), (12.3), and (12.4) that

1
(12.5) gnn =-?¿0,        gpn = 0.

gnn

In this coordinate system, (12.1) becomes

(12.6) {»I»/} = 4>x»gij.

We set i = n,j=p; i — p,j"=q; i = n, j = n successively in (12.6) and use

(12.5). This gives

dgn»          „                       .            dgpa           ,                             ,            dgnn
-  =0, -  hg""-  =  <PXngPq, k"n-  =  (pXngnn.
dxp dxn dxn

From these equations, we find

(12.7) 4> = *(*"),

(12.8) gnn = —  I   2xn<p(xn)dxn,

(12.9) gpq = *""(*")*„(*')•

The hPq are arbitrary functions of the x' only. Hence, a Vn admits a solution

of (8.21) and (12.2) if and only if the first fundamental form of Vn may be written

as

(12.10) ds2 = gptdx"dx" + gnndx"',

* In this section, the ranges of the indices p, q, r and s, t, u are 1, 2, • • • , «—1 and

1, 2, ■ ■ • , n —2, respectively.
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where the ga satisfy (12.8) and (12.9). Since AxX" = gnn(xn), the hypersurfaces

o- = const, are parallel. It also follows from (12.8) and (12.9)* (or from the

second italicized statement below Theorem 8.2) that these hypersurfaces

have indeterminate lines of curvature.

If (12.1) and (12.2) admit other solutions \l independent of xn, it follows

from (12.7) that <j> = —a, where a is a constant, is a necessary condition. We

set i = n,j=p; i = n,j = n; i = p,j = q successively in (12.6) and use (12.5),

(12.8), and (12.9). As a result, we have

d2xp 1    dû   d log gnn

(12.11)-^—=0,
dxndxp       2   dxp       dx"

,.n    tM. ÔV 1       ftp      d log gnn
(12.12) -r-= a+gnn,

dxn*       2   dx"      dxn

(12-13) TTTTTT  r #?   - — \n\P<l\ = *HnnK*,
dxpdx"      dxr dxn

where in accordance with (12.8),

(12.14) ij"n = ax"2 + b.

From (12.11), we have

(12.15) 4> = (gnnyi2A(xp) + T(xn).

From (12.12) and (12.15), we find

d2r        d dY        a
(12.16) —T + — (log (g"»)1'2)-r = o.

dxn       dx" dx"      gnn

Now, by (12.5) and (12.9),

\r\pq)  = g"[pq, s] = gmh"g«*[pq, s]h =  \r\pq)h

where [pq, s]h and {rl^y}* denote the Christoffel symbols of the first and

second kind formed with respect to the form

(12.17) ds2 = hpqdxpdx*.

Of course, (12.17) is the first fundamental form of each of the hypersurfaces

<r = const, except for a magnification. Also, {w|^g} = —axgnn-hpq. Substitut-

ing these results and (12.14) and (12.15) in (12.13) we have

(12.18) A.,pq = ïabA + a(g»n)1/2fr - x»-lYLpa,

* Cf. Eisenhart, loe. cit., p. 182.
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where the semicolon denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the

form (12.17). If a^0, it follows that

(12.19) (r")1/2(r_ X"¿) = C'

where c is a constant. It is easily verified that (12.16) is a consequence of

(12.19). If a = 0, T =CiXn+c2. In both these cases, T satisfies equations similar

to ( 12.1) where the covariant differentiation is with respect to the f orm ( 12.17).

This shows that the necessary and sufficient condition that the Vn whose first

fundamental form is (12.10) admit more than one independent solution of (8.21)

and (12.2) is that <f> be constant and any hypersurface a = const, admit a non-

constant solution of A-pq = a(b\-\-c)hpq.

We now investigate the solutions of (8.21) for which

(12.20) Akt = 0    or   AjQ = 0.

We first note that <p = 0 is a necessary condition for the existence of such solu-

tions. For, according to (12.1), (A1n),t = gi'(fi,afi,í+n,iS2,í4) = — 2(piïti,k. As a

consequence of this equation and (12.20), </> = 0. The equation (12.3) admits

n — 2 independent solutions wd besides the solution Í2. If (n-i)# is a solution of

(12.21) f"Q.A*- 1,

the d's and Í2 are a set of n independent variables. By means of the coordinate

transformation (12.4) it follows from (12.3) and (12.21) that

(12.22) gn> = 0,        gnn = 0,        g<»-D« = 1.

These results are equivalent to

(12.23) gs(n-l)   =   0, g(n-l)(n-l)   =   0, g(n-l)n   =   1.

In this coordinate system, (12.1) becomes (12.6) with 0 = 0. It follows from

(12.22) and (12.23) that (12.6) is equivalent to dg,t/dxn~l=0. Hence a Vn

admits a nonconstant solution of (8.21) and (12.20) if and only if the first

fundamental form of V n may be written as

ds2 = g,t(xu, x^dx'dx1 + 2dxn~1dxn + gnndx"2 + g,ndx'dxn.

In conclusion, we note that if WQ, i2)Q, ■ ■ ■ , Cm)Q are independent solu-

tions of (12.1), the most general function of the ïï's which is also a solution of

(12.1) is Ci (i)Q+C2 (2)ñ+ • • • +cm (m)ß+a, where the c's are constants and a

is an arbitrary constant or zero according as <p is equal to or different from

zero.
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